A Daughter is Missing and a Ghost Rises from the Grave!

Jessalyn Thornton's fateful sleepover at the abandoned Thornton estate was supposed to be a pre-wedding celebration, but the fun ended when she disappeared. While her family searches for clues, others refuse to speak about the estate's dark past. Did something supernatural happen to Jessalyn, or is someone in Thornton Hall holding something besides family secrets?

dare to play.

Collect all 28 award-winning Nancy Drew adventure games!

In stores and available online at www.herinteractive.com or call 1-800-461-8787 today!

NANCY DREW
Ghost of Thornton Hall

Solve Two Mysteries!
Expose the fate of Jessalyn Thornton and unravel the truth about a family ghost

Take on the Scariest Nancy Drew Case Ever!
Explore crypts and graveyards and uncover moving statues, sliding panels and secret passages

Examine Multiple Motives Under a Full Moon!
Uncover old secrets and divulge new motives among the Thornton friends and family

Unravel Perplexing and Spooky Puzzles!
Reveal shocking evidence and critical clues buried beneath the spooky ruins

Track Your Trophies!
Verify your unlocked achievements on the new trophy menu display

Choose Difficulty Levels!
Play at Amateur or Master Sleuth level and erase fatal mistakes without starting over

SCAN THIS CODE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT GHOST OF THORNTON HALL!

FOR MYSTERY FANS 10 to Adult

WIN-MAC DVD-ROM

Her Interactive Presents

Some Families Keep Deadly Secrets!